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Dengue infection has emerged as a significant public health

hazard that necessitates global attention, particularly in nations
with tropical climates and the dispersal of dengue risk
distribution is anticipated to extend to additional countries. This
infection represents a pivotal health issue in Malaysia, as
underscored by its disconcerting statistical significance. The
period spanning from 2009 to 2020 witnessed an excess of
800,000 dengue cases, accompanied by a mortality toll
surpassing one thousand occurrences.

Therefore, the investigation into the identification
of a powerful substance in the treatment of
dengue necessitates ongoing development. In this
study, two flavonols (namely clitorin and
manghaslin) identified in the Carica papaya leaf
juice were being assessed their effectiveness in
combating dengue through docking simulation
and plaque assay.
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AutoDock Tools 1.5.6 software: For preparation of structures
Discovery Studio 2019 Client software: For determination of grid map
AutoDock Vina software: For docking simulation with RMSD of 3.0 Å

DENV-2 New Guinea C strain
(ATCC VR-1584): Strain of virus
infected on healthy Vero cells

Manghaslin
(CAS: 55696-57-6)

Clitorin
(CAS: 55804-74-5)

The docking simulation uncovered that the two flavonoids have the potential to bind to the two targeted dengue
proteins that are crucial for dengue viral replication. However, it is predicted that manghaslin has a stronger
binding interaction with both NS2B/NS3 protease (-8.00 kcal/mol) and NS5-RdRp (-10.70 kcal/mol) than clitorin
(NS2B/NS3 protease: -7.90 kcal/mol; NS5-RdRp: -9.70 kcal/mol).
Utilising the Quest Graph™ IC50 Calculator, the values for the 50% inhibition of virus activity (IC50) from plaque
assay were extrapolated. Both compounds that are of interest, namely clitorin (IC50 = 0.17 ppm) and manghaslin
(IC50 = 0.01 ppm), exhibited a superior inhibition of viral activity in comparison to positive control ribavirin (IC50 =
147.76 ppm).
Apart from in vivo research, the results of this study also propose clitorin and manghaslin as potential inhibitors of
NS2B/NS3 protease and NS5-RdRp, which should be further explored to determine their drug-like properties,
including absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion.
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